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Being an Outlook user when you receive error messages then, you will surely think how to coup up
with such issues as well as you also think how to reduce the size of Outlook 2 GB file size if you are
working with Outlook 2003 or 2000. On the other hand, you might be in need to divide 20 GB file if
you are following earlier versions of Outlook emailing client. Before being engaged to Outlook PST
files splitting operation, you need to know causes and solutions for this problem.

Root Cause Of PST Files Malfunctioning

No matter whether the establishment is big or small, most of companies nowadays prefer to go with
Outlook email client to keep their database safe and organized. On the other hand it also helps to
share data among employees and outsiders to grow up their work. Earlier versions of Outlook follow
20 GB file format with the name Unicode files but, older versions of Outlook only saves 2 GB data
and when both of these files reach to end of limit, Outlook users face problems like slow
performance. Instead of this reason below listed causes might responsible for Outlook slow
performance:

Increased CPU usage by using different application at the same system

Less RAM might be other cause of Outlook slow performance

By the way, we are not here to discuss these two reasons; increased PST files are the main topic of
this article.

Let's See How Extended PST File Affect Outlook Performance

Outlook PST files when grew up in size, users face lots of problems excepting slow performance.
We can say that when Outlook works slow then, large PST file might be first cause of abnormal
behavior of Outlook emailing client as well as large PST files also create problems when users try to
send or receive emails.

Suggested Solution To Short Out This Problem

Heighten the random access memory

Step-down the CPU usage

Divide 2 GB PST file or 20 GB PST file

Among all these solutions, we recommend to go with third one as it is safe and accurate process to
speed up Outlook performance without any loss or modification in original content of PST files. Split
PST software is to divide 2GB PST files along with process to split Unicode PST files without taking
more time. Software is now enhanced with new facilities and v4.0 is capable to divide Outlook PST
files created in Outlook 2010(64 bit) with PST Splitter. Read more:- http://www.splitpst.org/
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Maichaljuly - About Author:
Outlook Recovery, AddPST, and many other applications are designed under guidance  of experts
of this leading organization. Tool to a divide 2GB PST and 20 GB PST files is also  devised by
organization with the name a Split  PST.
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